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Abstract
Scripts, knowledge structures defining sequences of events in stereotypical social situations, were
traditionally used to simulate the ways in which people can infer unstated details in understanding
a story. In this paper, we describe the MUltiple SCRipt AcTivator (MUSCRAT), and the Script
Combination Applier Mechanism (SCAM), significant enhancements of Cullingford’s Script Ap-
plier Mechanism which accomplish two novel aims. One system, MUSCRAT, is able to activate
more than one script and use them during a story understanding process. The second system,
SCAM, uses scripts for story generation, using script variables as “terminals” for combining two
or more scripts together to create complex narrative situation structures. The combinational abil-
ities of these systems are enhanced by the fact that the scripts are represented not using linguistic
elements but using decompositions into abstract conceptual primitives. We also discuss how some
of the perceived weaknesses of scripts stemming from prior work may be overcome in systems that
represent general thinking and reasoning processes as combined instantiations of standardized and
generalized memory episodes.

1. Introduction

A script is a form of knowledge that defines the stereotypical sequence of events in a common
situation, allowing people to know what behavior is appropriate in that situation (Schank & Abelson,
1977). Scripts were traditionally used in story understanding systems to simulate the ways in which
people can reference a memory structure about a common situation to recover unstated details in
a story. Scripts have endured as a topic of interest in AI, cognitive science, psychology for more
than 40 years. The rise of big data and machine learning enhanced NLP has inspired research in
methods to collect scripts at large scale from large language corpora and other datasets (Chambers
& Jurafsky, 2008, 2009; Rudinger et al., 2015; Boujarwah et al., 2012) toward the goal of building
large-scale script repositories. Acknowledging that much of the common sense knowledge that
needs to be embedded in scripts may not appear in large language corpora, other work exploits
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human-machine collaboration systems to collect more of the events that are typically elided in texts
(Ciosici et al., 2021).

However, recent work on scripts is problematic because, in the process of using language cor-
pora, it strives for a representation that is purely linguistic and strips away important traces of the
original script representation—for example, role specifications for animate actors or inanimate ob-
jects. There has also been little advancement in understanding how scripts might interact with other
higher-level knowledge structures, or how the idea of scripts could be generalized to subsume those
higher-level structures (e.g., involving plans and goals).

This paper presents efforts to get "back to basics" with scripts, and the original ideas of scripts as,
in the words of Schank & Abelson (1977), “an economy measure in the storage of episodes, when
enough of them are alike they are remembered in terms of a standardized generalized episode”,
with memory episodes represented as cognitive structures composed of language-free conceptual
primitives. In this paper we present a pair of prototype script combination systems, one focused
on understanding, the other focused on generation, to illustrate how standardized and generalized
episode structures and their combinations could be broadly representative of thinking and reasoning
processes.

One perceived weakness of scripts when used in understanding processes involves encounter-
ing unexpected events in a story which do not fit or match with the expected events based on the
script. Allowing a system to combine scripts enriches the understanding process, since, if an un-
derstanding system has the ability to activate more than one script simultaneously, an event that
appears unexpected in one script may be expected in another. As a result, the systems demonstrate
how the perceived weaknesses of scripts stemming from prior work may be overcome in systems
that represent general thinking and reasoning processes as instantiations of standardized and gen-
eralized memory episodes. The combinational abilities of these systems are enhanced by the fact
that the scripts are represented not using linguistic elements but using decompositions into abstract
conceptual primitives.

The paper is organized as follows. After reviewing general prior work, and the original Script
Applier Mechanism (SAM), we present two novel enhancements of SAM that perform script com-
bination. First we present, as a story understanding system, the MUltiple SCRipt AcTivator (MUS-
CRAT), which processes a story’s episodic events, and allows multiple scripts to be active and
applied to the events in the episode. We then present a second system, the Script Combination Ap-
plier Mechanism (SCAM), which applies scripts outside of the traditional natural language story
understanding context, using script variables as “terminals” for combining two or more scripts to-
gether to create complex narrative situation structures for story generation. Following a discussion
of broader implications of script combination for reasoning and knowledge representation, the paper
concludes with proposals of future work on the topic.

2. Background and Related Work

The advent of big data machine learning-enhanced NLP has inspired research in methods to collect
scripts at large scale using "unsupervised" pattern recognition and large language corpora (Cham-
bers & Jurafsky, 2008, 2009; Rudinger et al., 2015). Acknowledging that much of the common
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sense knowledge that should be embedded in scripts is typically elided and likely does not appear
in large language corpora, later work has migrated towards collecting scripts through specialized
curation systems using human-machine collaboration and crowd sourcing (Ciosici et al., 2021; Li
et al., 2012; Boujarwah et al., 2012), viewing script extraction as language modeling (Rudinger
et al., 2015). There have been attempts to use language models to capture "tracks" in scripts (Weber
et al., 2018) and to capture stronger causal relations between events in scripts (Weber et al., 2020).

However, with some notable exceptions (Mueller, 2004) much of this work is evaluated through
autogenerated narrative cloze tests which are known to be problematic (Chambers, 2017). More
generally, researchers have struggled to mine language corpora for scripts while maintaining useful
key elements of the original script events representations, such as actor and object roles, entry
conditions, and causal relationships (Weber et al., 2020).

Schank and Abelson were originally inspired by Minsky’s work on frames (Minsky, 1975) to
invent the concept of a script in the context of building AI systems for natural language understand-
ing and story understanding (Schank & Abelson, 1975, 1977). A script is a form of knowledge
which defines the stereotypical sequence of events that occurs in a common situation and allows
us to know what behavior is appropriate for a particular situation, both for ourselves and for oth-
ers. Theoretically, the specific, detailed knowledge contained in a script helps us interpret instances
of events that are new, but match patterns that we have previously and frequently experienced, al-
lowing us to "fill in the gaps" in understanding a story (e.g., the classic "did Bob eat lobster?" for
the $RESTAURANT script). At the most primitive level, Schank & Abelson describe scripts in
terms of episodic memory as “As an economy measure in the storage of episodes, when enough
of them are alike they are remembered in terms of a standardized generalized episode.” Although
Schank and Abelson invented the concept of a script in the context of building AI systems for nat-
ural language understanding and story understanding, the concept has received significant attention
and frequent citation across many disciplines (e.g., “behavioral script theory”) and is supported
empirically (Bower et al., 1979).

In the same work that Schank and Abelson invented scripts, they also asserted that scripts alone,
as they initially conceived them, were insufficient for human-like story understanding, and they
proposed links between scripts and separate plan and goal structures. Scripts were perceived as
being constraining and limited. According to some, scripts were intended to capture "only very
limited stereotypic knowledge" (Dyer, 1982), or "knowledge about highly stereotypic situations"
that is "tightly bound to well-specified situations," (Lehnert, 1977) and only a single script struc-
ture could be applied at one time when understanding a particular story. In natural language story
understanding contexts, it was believed that scripts did not account for the goals and plans of story
characters (Dyer, 1982), and the intentions and affective states of story characters. It was thought
that scripts are only capable of working in a "top-down" manner, only fulfilling prior expectations
while selectively ignoring unusual or unexpected events.

Much of subsequent work focused on how the perceived rigidity of scripts could, at least par-
tially, be overcome by making them dynamic and allowing them to evolve with experience (Schank,
1983; Schank & Burstein, 1982). Work on dynamic memory theory and related understanding sys-
tems (Lebowitz, 1983; Kolodner, 1981) largely focused on learning and generalization over script
structures that had strong similarities, for example, constructing a memory organization packet
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(MOP) to represent the generalized concept of an office visit based on similarities and differences
among experiences with visiting a doctor’s office and experiences with visiting a lawyer’s office
(Schank, 1983).

But much of the focus in this work was on how a single script knowledge structure can adapt and
change, not on how differing structures could be synthesized together. Little work has explored how
relatively dissimilar scripts might be combined with one another as part of a process of understand-
ing or as a general thinking process. Cullingford’s original Script Applier Mechanism (Cullingford,
1977; Schank & Riesbeck, 1982) did allow for multiple scripts within a hierarchy to be activated
simultaneously, and for high level scripts to contain "subscripts" or more detailed scripts nested
within them (for example $SUBWAY-RIDE as a subscript of a high-level $TRIP script), but did
not allow for scripts that might not normally be part of the same hierarchy to be combined in vari-
eties of ways at the same level of detail. Granger’s ARTHUR story understanding system combined
scripts in order to recognize and resolve contradictions that arise when understanding “intentionally
misleading” stories (Granger, 1980). Although ARTHUR instantiates multiple scripts in its under-
standing process, it uses specialized goal and plan tree structures as intermediaries between scripts,
rather than a generalized episodic memory structure combination process that we explore in this
work.

Our work is strongly contrasted with much of the more recent text mining work on scripts
because we focus on representing the events and acts in scripts as structures composed of non-
linguistic conceptual primitives (Schank, 1972, 1975) instead of linguistic narrative chains in text
corpora, corresponding with Schank and Abelson’s original exposition and corresponding with the
original script applier mechanism system. Although the ad-hoc nature of CD is controversial (see,
e.g., Slade, 1987; Winograd, 1978), this choice is supported by recent evidence that these kinds
of meaning representations are more in line with representations that humans employ in language
understanding (Macbeth et al., 2017). The hallmark of primitive decomposition systems is that they
allow for a rich substrate of matchings between conceptual structures and their constituents, which
is exactly the kind of representations desired for combining scripts.

3. The Script Applier Mechanism

In this section we provide background on the Script Applier Mechanism system prior to our en-
hancements, as a review of its parts and processes and in order to preface as well as motivate our
work. The Script Applier Mechanism program put forth by Cullingford, referred to as SAM, is
a story understanding computer program that intends to simulate the human ability to "fill in the
gaps" by drawing upon script knowledge (Cullingford, 1977). The program receives a story to be
processed, identifies the script being referenced, and recognizes the parts of the script that have
occurred in the story. It then consults the script to infer the events that took place despite no ex-
plicit mention. When SAM terminates, it outputs its understanding of the story, which includes the
explicit events from the input as well as the implicit events inserted by the program.

A less comprehensive version of SAM exists called MicroSAM, whose purpose, like SAM, is
to apply scripts in order to understand stories. However, it offers considerably less functionality in
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$SHOPPING, Text Version $SHOPPING, Conceptual Dependency Version

1. Someone goes to a store.
2. She picks up an object.
3. The store transfers

possession of the object to her.
4. She transfers possession of some

money to the store.
5. She leaves the store.

(ptrans (actor ?shopper) (object ?shopper) (to ?store))
(ptrans (actor ?shopper) (object ?bought) (to ?shopper))
(atrans (actor ?store) (object ?bought)

(from ?store) (to ?shopper))
(atrans (actor ?shopper) (object (money))

(from ?shopper) (to ?store))
(ptrans (actor ?shopper) (object ?shopper)

(from ?store) (to ?elsewhere))

Figure 1. An example of a script in the MicroSAM corpus, $SHOPPING, associated with the keyword
STORE, and a program implementation of $SHOPPING in Common Lisp.

comparison to the original. As MicroSAM was made available to us, we have built our research
upon its codebase.

3.1 Script corpus

MicroSAM contains a corpus of scripts as its knowledge base. A script is structured as a list of
patterns, where a pattern represents a simple, individual action that the script can be broken down
into. Every script is associated with a keyword, or a symbol whose occurrence in a story signifies
that the particular script must be taking place. We refer to a specific script by the form $SCRIPT.
An example of a script in the MicroSAM corpus, $SHOPPING, is shown in Figure 1. This script
consists of five patterns and describes the typical sequence of events that occurs when an individual
visits a store and purchases an item. It is associated with the keyword STORE.

Rather than natural language, scripts are implemented in MicroSAM as Conceptual Dependency
(CD) forms. A CD structure consists primarily of an action primitive (ACT) conveying the action of
the sentence, the actor who performs the action, and the object upon which the ACT is performed.
Certain ACTs also take the cases "from" and "to," indicating direction. A program implementation
of $SHOPPING in Common Lisp is shown in Figure 1. Each pattern is structured as an expression
containing an action primitive followed by the actor, object, and directive cases as needed. The
PTRANS primitive represents the movement of an object (which may be the same as the actor) from
one location to another. The ATRANS primitive represents the transfer of possession or ownership
of an object from one entity to another.

Variables, or roles in the script that are filled by different values for each story, are represented by
the form ?variable. Here, the variables are ?shopper, the individual who purchases the item; ?store,
the location where the item is purchased; ?bought, the item that is purchased; and ?elsewhere, the
individual’s next location after the store.

3.2 Activating the script

MicroSAM receives an input story as a list of events. Story events take the form of CD structures
in the program implementation. However, for demonstrative purposes, we express stories here in
natural language. Consider the following story:
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Shopping story
1. Jane went to the store.
2. She got a kite.
3. She went home.

When processing an input event, MicroSAM determines if the event contains a reference to a
script. A script reference is signaled by the appearance of the designated keyword for a script. Upon
detection of a keyword, the respective script is activated. In event 1 of the example story above,
MicroSAM processes the symbol STORE and consequently activates $SHOPPING. $SHOPPING
becomes the active script. Each time it processes an input event, MicroSAM checks the event for
a script reference. If a script reference is detected, the corresponding script is activated. If there is
already an active script when a new script is referenced, the previous script is no longer active in
favor of the new script.

3.3 Applying the script

3.3.1 Pattern matching

To determine the parts of the script that have occurred in the story, MicroSAM initiates a pattern
matching process. When it receives an input event, it tests for equivalence between the CD structure
of the event and the CD structure of the first available pattern in the active script. The test for equiv-
alence is performed as a graph isomorphism over the two CD structures. If the two CD structures
are equivalent, they are said to match. If there is no match, MicroSAM compares the event to the
next pattern, and so on, until a match is found. A match suggests that the respective script pattern
has occurred in the story.

Consider event 1 of the input story and pattern 1 of $SHOPPING:

Story, event 1: "Jane went to the store."
(ptrans (actor (Jane)) (object (Jane)) (to (store)))

Script, pattern 1: "Someone went to the store."
(ptrans (actor ?shopper) (object ?shopper) (to ?store))

MicroSAM determines that the CD structures of the event and pattern are equivalent. Conse-
quently, we say that event 1 matches pattern 1. The event is added to MicroSAM’s internal list of
events representing its full working memory understanding of the story. In MicroSAM’s code and
associated literature, this list is called the database.

3.3.2 Script binding

As patterns are matched, MicroSAM tracks which variables in the script are filled by, or bound to,
which values in the story. This is a process called script binding. (This term is also used to refer to
the resulting mapping between variable and value.) Following the match above between event 1 and
pattern 1, “Jane” is bound to the ?shopper variable, while “store” is bound to the ?store variable.
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MicroSAM stores the script bindings in the database. Following the application process, the
database contains a script combination, and the bindings list contains both bindings of script vari-
ables to constants.

3.3.3 Instantiation

In the example discussed, we determined that MicroSAM matches event 1 to pattern 1. Next, it
matches event 2 ("She got a kite") to pattern 3 ("The store transfers possession of the object to
her"). Notice that pattern 2 of the script ("She picks up an object") was not matched to a story event.

If MicroSAM matches a script pattern but does not match a prior pattern or patterns, the program
integrates the skipped pattern(s) into the story understanding. In a process called instantiation,
MicroSAM refers to the script bindings in the database to replace the variables in the skipped pattern
with the respective values to which they are bound in the story. Then, in the process we refer to as
backfilling, the pattern, now instantiated as an event, is added to the database in the order that it
occurs with respect to the matched pattern in the script.

3.4 Output

The processes of matching, script binding, instantiation, and backfilling repeat until MicroSAM
processes all events in the story. When the program finishes, it outputs the database representing
its understanding of the story. This understanding includes both explicit events—events in the story
that matched to patterns in the script—as well as implicit events—script patterns that were not in
the story but instantiated with script bindings.

MicroSAM output
Jane went to a store.
Jane picked up a kite.
The store transferred possession of the kite to Jane.
Jane transferred possession of some money to the store.
Jane left the store.

4. Multiple Script Activator

We have set out to implement an enhancement of MicroSAM, called the Multiple Script Activator
(MUSCRAT), that enables multiple scripts to be active at once.

Recall that a script in MicroSAM is activated when the program detects a keyword in an input
event, signaling a reference to a script. The script continues to be active until a new script reference
is found in the story, at which point the program activates the new script and discontinues activation
of the previous one. Hence, only one script can be active at a time. Rather than discard a previously
active script in favor of a newly activated one, MUSCRAT stores active scripts in a list. When a
script is activated, it is added to the list. If a new script reference is found when another script is
already active, the new script is simply appended to the list so that both scripts are active.

Each active script is stored in the list as its own data structure. The data structure contains the
script’s name, its script patterns, and its script bindings. When attempting to match an input story
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$RESTAURANT $BIRTHDAY Restaurant-birthday Story

1. Diner goes to restaurant.
2. Diner says they want to eat meal.
3. Diner eats meal.
4. Diner gives tip to waiter.
5. Diner pays restaurant.
6. Diner leaves restaurant.

1. Guest wishes
celebrant a
happy birthday.

2. Guest gives gift
to celebrant.

1. Mary goes to a restaurant.
2. Mary eats steak.
3. The waiter wishes Mary a happy

birthday.
4. The waiter gives a cake to Mary.
5. Mary leaves the restaurant.

Figure 2. The $RESTAURANT and $BIRTHDAY scripts (in natural language) and the RESTAURANT-
BIRTHDAY story. The scripts are shown in simplified English rather than conceptual dependency for ease of
understanding.

event to a script pattern, MUSCRAT searches each active script sequentially until the first pattern
that matches the event is found. For instance, if Scripts A and B are active, MUSCRAT will first
search Script A’s patterns for a match. If a match is found in Script A, the search terminates. If there
is no match in Script A, MUSCRAT proceeds to search Script B.

As in the original MicroSAM, when there is a match, the matched pattern is added to the pro-
gram’s database. If there are patterns that were "skipped over" in the script, i.e. patterns in the script
that precede the matched pattern but were not themselves matched, they are instantiated with the
appropriate script bindings and added to the database as well. In MUSCRAT, all patterns that are
added to the database are consequently removed from their respective script’s data structure, so that
at any point MUSCRAT attempts to match, it compares events only with script patterns that have
not yet occurred in the story. Only the script in which a match is found is updated; all other active
scripts are unchanged during an iteration in which they did not turn up a match.

4.1 Script Corpus

In order to implement and test a program that can apply multiple scripts, we conceptualized sce-
narios that draw upon more than one script. We consulted Schank and Abelson’s $RESTAURANT
script, then pursued the idea that often at restaurants, people celebrate birthdays. We decided to
combine the restaurant script with what could be called the $BIRTHDAY script, or the typical se-
quence of events that occurs at a birthday celebration.

The $RESTAURANT script has several versions. One version is the original, provided from
Schank and Abelson’s Scripts, Plans, Goals and Understanding (1977). However, this version is
quite long and complex, as it has multiple turning points at which events can vary depending on the
instance.

Another version is the abridged $RESTAURANT script that was provided with the MicroSAM
program. It contains five patterns, which describe going to the restaurant, ordering a meal, eating
the meal, paying for the meal, and leaving the restaurant. In our research we use a modified version
of this script that includes all of the aforementioned events, as well as an additional event from the
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original $RESTAURANT script in which the individual gives a tip to the waiter. The $RESTAU-
RANT script is activated by the keyword “restaurant”. It is shown in Figure 2 in simplified English
rather than Conceptual Dependency for ease of understanding.

To our knowledge there is no existing birthday script in the literature, thus we were tasked to
create our own original take. First, we considered the events that typically occur at a birthday party
and realized that birthday celebrations are liable to a great deal of variation. We minimized the
chance for variation and included only two basic events: a guest wishes the celebrant a happy birth-
day and gives them a present. We converted these events into CD form and created the $BIRTHDAY
script. The $BIRTHDAY script is activated by the keyword HAPPY-BIRTHDAY and is shown in
Figure 2.

4.2 An Example

Having identified two distinct scripts that could combine within one story, we created an original
story in order to test MUSCRAT’s capabilities. Consider the RESTAURANT-BIRTHDAY story in
Figure 2, which references the $RESTAURANT and $BIRTHDAY scripts.

We run the MUSCRAT program on the above story, as illustrated in Figure 3. We describe the
process as follows. (Note that we use conceptual dependency structures, and that script variables
are represented by symbols, mapped in the key on the bottom left.)

MUSCRAT processes event 1. A script reference is found: it detects the keyword RESTAU-
RANT within the input CD structure and activates $RESTAURANT. Event 1 matches pattern 1 in
$RESTAURANT. Event 1 is added to the database.

MUSCRAT processes event 2. No new script reference is detected. The active script, $RESTAU-
RANT, is checked for a match. Event 2 matches pattern 3 in $RESTAURANT. This skips over pat-
tern 2 in $RESTAURANT. Pattern 2 is instantiated with the appropriate script bindings, substituting
Mary for ?DINER (symbolized by D) and steak for ?MEAL (symbolized by M), and added to the
database. Event 2 is added to the database.

MUSCRAT processes event 3. A script reference is found: it detects the keyword HAPPY-
BIRTHDAY and activates $BIRTHDAY. Event 3 matches pattern 1 in $BIRTHDAY. Event 3 is
added to the database.

MUSCRAT processes event 4. No new script reference is found. The active scripts, $RESTAU-
RANT and $BIRTHDAY, are checked for a match. Event 4 matches pattern 2 in $BIRTHDAY.
Event 4 is added to the database.

MUSCRAT processes event 5. No new script reference is found. The active scripts, $RESTAU-
RANT and $BIRTHDAY, are checked for a match. Event 5 matches pattern 6 in $RESTAURANT.
This skips over patterns 4 and 5 in $RESTAURANT. Patterns 4 and 5 are instantiated with the ap-
propriate script bindings, substituting Mary for ?DINER (D) and restaurant for ?RESTAURANT
(R), and added to the database. Then, event 5 is added to the database.

At this point all input story events have been processed. MUSCRAT returns the database, rep-
resenting the final understanding of the story.
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(1) D PTRANS D to R
(2) D MTRANS (D INGEST M)
(3) D INGEST M
(4) D ATRANS tip to waiter
(5) D ATRANS money to R
(6) D PTRANS D from R

(1) Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant
(2) Mary INGEST steak
(3) Waiter MTRANS happy-birthday to Mary
(4) Waiter ATRANS cake to Mary
(5) Mary PTRANS Mary from restaurant 

Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant

Input Story Active Scripts

$RESTAURANT

Database

(1)

(1) D PTRANS D to R
(2) D MTRANS (D INGEST M)
(3) D INGEST M
(4) D ATRANS tip to waiter
(5) D ATRANS money to R
(6) D PTRANS D from R

(1) Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant
(2) Mary INGEST steak
(3) Waiter MTRANS happy-birthday to Mary
(4) Waiter ATRANS cake to Mary
(5) Mary PTRANS Mary from restaurant 

Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant
Mary MTRANS (Mary INGEST steak)
Mary INGEST steak

$RESTAURANT(2)

(1) D PTRANS D to R
(2) D MTRANS (D INGEST M)
(3) D INGEST M
(4) D ATRANS tip to waiter
(5) D ATRANS money to R
(6) D PTRANS D from R

(1) Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant
(2) Mary INGEST steak
(3) Waiter MTRANS happy-birthday to Mary
(4) Waiter ATRANS cake to Mary
(5) Mary PTRANS Mary from restaurant

Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant
Mary MTRANS (Mary INGEST steak)
Mary INGEST steak
Waiter MTRANS happy-birthday to Mary

$RESTAURANT(3)

(1) G MTRANS happy-birthday to C
(2) G ATRANS P to C

$BIRTHDAY

(1) D PTRANS D to R
(2) D MTRANS (D INGEST M)
(3) D INGEST M
(4) D ATRANS tip to waiter
(5) D ATRANS money to R
(6) D PTRANS D from R

(1) Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant
(2) Mary INGEST steak
(3) Waiter MTRANS happy-birthday to Mary
(4) Waiter ATRANS cake to Mary
(5) Mary PTRANS Mary from restaurant

Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant
Mary MTRANS (Mary INGEST steak)
Mary INGEST steak
Waiter MTRANS happy-birthday to Mary
Waiter ATRANS cake to Mary

$RESTAURANT(4)

$BIRTHDAY

(1) G MTRANS happy-birthday to C
(2) G ATRANS P to C

(1) D PTRANS D to R
(2) D MTRANS (D INGEST M)
(3) D INGEST M
(4) D ATRANS tip to waiter
(5) D ATRANS money to R
(6) D PTRANS D from R

(1) Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant
(2) Mary INGEST steak
(3) Waiter MTRANS happy-birthday to Mary
(4) Waiter ATRANS cake to Mary
(5) Mary PTRANS Mary from restaurant

Mary PTRANS Mary to restaurant
Mary MTRANS (Mary INGEST steak)
Mary INGEST steak
Waiter MTRANS happy-birthday to Mary
Waiter ATRANS cake to Mary
Mary ATRANS tip to waiter
Mary ATRANS money to restaurant
Mary PTRANS Mary from restaurant

$RESTAURANT(5)

$BIRTHDAY

(1) G MTRANS happy-birthday to C
(2) G ATRANS P to C

Symbol Variable Value
D ?DINER Mary
R ?RESTAURANT restaurant
M ?MEAL steak
G ?GUEST waiter
C ?CELEBRANT Mary
P ?PRESENT cake

Legend

Figure 3. The Multiple Script Activator is an enhancement of MicroSAM that can reference multiple scripts
in order to process an input story. Each event in the input story is checked for a match to a pattern in one of
the active scripts. Events that are matched are added to the database, as well as any script patterns that are
skipped over. The variables in skipped script patterns are instantiated with their respective values.
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5. Story Generation through Script Combination

There has been limited work on story generation with scripts (Ogata et al., 2016; Li et al., 2013).
However, none of the prior work focuses on creating stories by combining scripts using rich com-
binations of conceptual primitives, actor, object, and instrument roles. Our second novel script
combinator system, which we call the Script Combination Applier Mechanism (SCAM), enhances
the Script Applier Mechanism so that a script can be "applied" to another script, combining the two
scripts together.

Instead of receiving a story as input, and activating and applying a script to the story events,
SCAM receives two scripts as input. SCAM uses the same mechanisms as MicroSAM, with the
exception that it treats one of the scripts as if it were a story, and then it activates and applies the
other script to it.

To match the scripts to each other, similar to MicroSAM, SCAM determines the parts of one
script that occur in the other, initiating a pattern matching process starting with the first event in
each of the two scripts. SCAM compares the CD structure of the event to that of the first available
pattern in the active script. There is a match if the two CD structures are equivalent. If there is no
match, SCAM compares the pattern in the first script to the next pattern in the second script, and so
on, until a match is found.

The main modification is in the MATCHer component of script application, which, as with the
multiple script activator story understanding system, performs a matching as a graph isomorphism
over CD structures. The MATCH function is modified so that, instead of accepting a "constant" CD
structure and a script "pattern" CD structure, it now accepts two "pattern" CD structures containing
script variables. Again, subgraphs that are present in one structure and not in the other are ignored
in the matching.

As with the original MATCHer, when performing the isomorphic match, "constant" CD struc-
ture elements are matched against constants, and variables are matched against constants using their
bindings, resulting in a binding for the variable if it is not already bound. Because both inputs to
the matcher are patterns, both contain variables, and the matcher now supports matching variables
against variables. In these cases, the script variables end up bound to each other instead of being
bound to non-variable "constant" components of the structure.

Just as with MUSCRAT, following the application process, the "database" contains a script com-
bination, and the bindings list contains both bindings of script variables to constants, and bindings
of script variables to other script variables.

5.1 An Example

In the example shown in Figure 4, the simplified restaurant script from the previous section is com-
bined with the simplified birthday party script. In the MUSCRAT story understanding example
(Section 4.2) the process of having multiple scripts active was invoked and guided by the story con-
ceptualization. In contrast, because in this case the script combination is not guided by a story, there
are combinatorially many more possible combinations of the script CD structures. This example
illustrates one possible combination of these two scripts.
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In this combination, the ATRANS of the ?gift in the birthday script is matched against the
ATRANS of the tip in the restaurant script rather than the ATRANS of the cake. This has the effect
of binding the restaurant waiter as the birthday ?celebrant, the restaurant ?customer as the ?guest,
and the tip as the ?gift. This is followed by the "backfill" operation, which adds the MTRANS of
the "happy birthday" greeting in working memory (the database) before the ATRANS of the ?gift.
The MTRANS of the greeting also has the same bindings: the restaurant ?customer, who is also the
birthday ?guest, is the ACTOR of the MTRANS, and the restaurant ?waiter, who is also the birthday
?celebrant, is the recipient of the greeting MTRANS.

Put differently, this script combination has reversed the roles with respect to the example in
Section 4.2, making it so that it is the waiter’s birthday (while on the job) and the customer is a
guest at a birthday party at the restaurant. The restaurant customer, in addition to doing the usual
things that a restaurant customer does, also wishes the waiter a happy birthday, and pays the waiter
a tip as a birthday present.

The script combination at this point is not sufficient to use for story generation, because com-
ponents of the combined script structure are unbound variables, or variables that are bound to other
variables. Figure 4 shows how a story could be generated from the script combination by assigning
concrete structures to the variables. An English surface realization of the story could be:

Mary went to Applebee’s. After having a steak, she wished her waiter a happy birthday.
Mary gave him a tip as a present and left.

6. Discussion

The purpose of MicroSAM is to fill in script events that are not explicitly mentioned in an input
story. With the added benefit of MUSCRAT, more than one script can be consulted when processing

D PTRANS D to R
D MTRANS (D INGEST M)
D INGEST M
D ATRANS tip to waiter
D ATRANS money to R
D PTRANS D from R

$RESTAURANT

G MTRANS happy-birthday to C
G ATRANS P to C

$BIRTHDAY

D PTRANS D to R
D MTRANS (D INGEST M)
D INGEST M

D ATRANS money to R
D PTRANS D from R

D ATRANS tip to waiter

G MTRANS happy-birthday to C

Mary PTRANS Mary to Applebee's
Mary INGEST steak
Mary MTRANS happy-birthday to C
Mary ATRANS tip to waiter
Mary PTRANS Mary from Applebee's

DatabaseScripts Output Story

Bindings

Symbol Variable Value
D ?DINER Mary
R ?RESTAURANT Applebee's
M ?MEAL steak
G ?GUEST Mary
C ?CELEBRANT waiter
P ?PRESENT tip

Figure 4. An example of the Script Combination Applier Mechanism combining a $RESTAURANT and a
$BIRTHDAY script together. This example celebrates the waiter’s birthday, and has the ?DINER giving a
tip as the birthday present. Following the combination, script variables are bound to other script variables:
?DINER is bound to ?GUEST.
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a story in order to determine what event or events are "missing." In MUSCRAT, missing events are
appended to the end of the database in the order that they appear in the script, immediately followed
by the matched event.

One challenge with this choice of implementation is that we face the issue where events may
be added to the database in an order that violates what humans may perceive as common sense.
It is possible that an event that is instantiated from one script and added to the database matches
an event that has already been added from a different script. Currently, MUSCRAT has no way
of controlling duplicate structures within the database. Additionally, the database is a sequential
order of story events. It is possible that an event added to the database should logically appear at an
earlier point in the database than where it was added. MUSCRAT is unable to reason about or re-
order events within the database. Another issue posed by MUSCRAT is that, as was implemented in
MicroSAM, scripts are activated by a single keyword that we determine to be a likely indication of
a script. For example, $RESTAURANT is activated by the keyword RESTAURANT and $BIRTH-
DAY by the keyword HAPPY-BIRTHDAY. However, not every instance in which a restaurant or the
words "happy birthday" appear in a story is an instance in which the restaurant and birthday scripts,
respectively, are called upon.

Both the MUSCRAT and SCAM examples we have presented illustrate activating or combining
scripts which generally represent very different situations. Regarding story understanding, one of
the main critiques of scripts traditionally is that a script-based understander will have difficulty
processing unexpected events that do not fit the activated script. MUSCRAT hints at the possibility
that, by activating multiple scripts, a story understander may be able to process events that are
unexpected in a script by simply activating another script which is a better match for that event,
and allowing both scripts to remain active. SCAM and its example show how combining dissimilar
scripts can create story structures that are novel and interesting because they have events that come
from one script which are unexpected in the other, as well as novel and interesting role binding
combinations (e.g., tipping the waiter as a birthday present).

Earlier work on dynamic memory systems (e.g., Lebowitz, 1983; Kolodner, 1981) demonstrated
how scripts evolve in the presence of new concrete episodic memories which have events which
match a script, and novel unexpected events that don’t match, but lead to script generalizations.
Although our SCAM example illustrates a situation where two scripts that are somewhat unlike one
another get matched together, a SCAM-like process could also be used to combine similar scripts to-
gether (e.g., $DENTIST and $DOCTOR) to form a generalization (e.g., $HEALTH-CARE-VISIT).
SCAM illustrates how generalizations may be able to occur entirely within the space of scripts,
without a concrete episodic memory structure being present when scripts are applied to one another.

One obvious but important way in which SCAM differs from MUSCRAT is that unassigned
script variables play a wider role in the structures. In this regard SCAM would appear to be on a
more direct path toward abstract, high-level thinking and reasoning, because it creates structures
where variables can be bound to other variables in a script, and structures where variables are more
likely to be unbound.
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7. Conclusion and Future work

In this paper we described the MUSCRAT and SCAM systems, which re-examine original work on
scripts and explore how, by combining scripts, it is possible to increase the natural language un-
derstanding and generation capabilities of script-based natural language systems. In understanding,
we showed how this allows for flexible comprehension of new situations through an example of a
birthday party in a restaurant. In generation, we showed how the combination mechanism enables
the generation of diverse stories. In both of these cases, we discussed design decisions and issues
that arise from them. Our work is unique in that it takes steps toward defining script application and
combination as general cognitive processes.

In future work on both MUSCRAT and SCAM, we will conduct studies on activating and com-
bining more than two scripts, and using multiple script processing to deal with common assump-
tions (e.g., combining with a $WALKING script to represent the assumption that story characters
PTRANSing themselves is instrumented by moving their legs). Connected to this work is the project
of building a large repository of scripts using primitive decomposition systems as the event represen-
tations. Systems which have been used for crowdsourcing scripts using other event representations
(e.g., Ciosici et al., 2021) may be adapted to this purpose. Also, in our examples we have ignored
the complex issues of how to generate stories well from script combinations. Given that scripts are
meant to represent “mundane” information about situations, a particularly interesting issue is deter-
mining what events from a script combination are important to include in telling a story, and what
events to leave out. Future work in which human participants read and react to stories will determine
whether events that have been “merged” between two scripts carry greater importance in compos-
ing an understandable story. We intend for better demonstrations of story generation which link
SCAM to a natural language generation system which generates surface realizations from primitive
decomposed representations like CD.

We recognize that there are significant challenges to using a primitive decomposition system like
Conceptual Dependency as the representation system for scripts. The natural concern is that rep-
resenting concepts using a small number of very abstract and general conceptual primitives instead
of language “oversimplifies” or represents a loss of detail. Both this problem and the “inference
explosion” problem observed in the MARGIE system (see Schank & Riesbeck, 1982) can be over-
come by realizing that primitives can be combined in sophisticated ways in the representation of
a concept to represent greater detail; performing matches and inferences on larger structures built
from primitives can reduce explosions and the "everything matching everything" problem. In part,
scripts were invented as epitomies of this view when they are represented as chains of primitive
decomposed events and states (Schank & Abelson, 1977).

One of the critiques of scripts was their inflexibility in dealing with reasoning about goals and
plans, thus leading to the creation of separate goal and plan structures in Schank and Abelson’s
original treatise (Schank & Abelson, 1977). We suspect that the reason for this choice was due
to a lack of prior work in how Conceptual Dependency might have represented concepts related
to goals, plans, expectations, and decision making. Taking a broad view of scripts as packaged
episodic memories, we see no reason why episodic memories of goal reasoning or planning pro-
cesses could not be represented as scripts—perhaps using CD primitives such as MBUILD, MLOC,
or MTRANS—and combined with other scripts when needed to understand unexpected events. Re-
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searching high-level memory organization structures like scripts appears to go hand in hand with
researching their underlying decomposed representations.

The work that followed scripts (Schank, 1983) explored mechanisms in which scripts are related
to other scripts at a "knowledge structure" level. We are curious as to whether script combinations,
or some variation of them can or play an important role in the formation of memory organization
packets at the knowledge structure level. This will be important work toward the goal of unifying
scripts with higher-level knowledge structures to allow for script activation and combination to be
applicable more broadly. We hope that our studies of novel forms of script application and manip-
ulation will revive interest in scripts and how these structures, as carriers of Schank and Abelson’s
original idea of generalized, standardized memory episodes, could be posed as an alternative or an
addition to logical formulations of knowledge representation and reasoning.
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